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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Annie's Old Fashion Pancake House from Skokie.
Currently, there are 17 courses and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Jennifer P likes about Annie's Old
Fashion Pancake House:

This place is a gem. Don't let the name fool you--though Annie's has amazing pancakes, you will be stunned to
see the variety of choices on the menu. My family recently moved to the area and we are so thrilled to live so

close to Annie's! Not only is the food delicious, the portions are very generous, and the staff are the nicest people
you'll ever meet. It's rare nowadays to find such genuinely friendly and personab... read more. The place also
offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in nice weather. What M J doesn't like about Annie's Old

Fashion Pancake House:
Was here a few times and they were ok but the last time was just horrible. My bf ordered steak and eggs and the
steak arrived in a pool of water (it was gross) he took a bite and it was so salty that it was inedible so we sent it

back! It came back in less water and less salt but the fork mark that he took a bite was still there!!!! They just
washed it and brought it back! How disgusting is that? I asked for egg beat... read more. The large diversity of

coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Annie's Old Fashion Pancake House even more worthwhile, and you
have the opportunity to try tasty American dishes like Burger or Barbecue. One also cooks South American here

with fresh seafood, meat, as well as corn and rice, In the morning they serve a tasty breakfast here.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Süße�
MUFFINS

Sid� dishe�
ENGLISH MUFFIN

Sauce�
GRAVY

Desser�
CREPES

So� drink�
JUICE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

BREAD

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

FRUIT

MUSHROOMS

SPINAT

FRESH FRUIT
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